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A: Generally, you can't access document properties through the API. You need to write the
information as a file and process it that way. For example, the following code demonstrates

how to read all lines of a text file and print each line to a log file: var lines =
File.ReadAllLines("file.txt"); for(int i = 0; i Q: Is it possible to work out a user's IP

Address from their website? Imagine my need. I would like to use PHP to check if a user
is in the US. The data will be inserted into a MySQL database. It is necessary that the data
is checked in real-time - the user may be in London or they may be in some internet cafe
or something where their IP Address is hidden. However, I need to be able to check that

the user has visited my site from the US so that I can execute a query which will fetch data
from the US server. So the end result is that the user has visited my site from one of four
places: Their home machine Their home network Their workplace Their school or some
other educational establishment I can probably use JavaScript to check that the user has

visited my site (getting cookies or something). But then, how do I get their network
address? The ideal solution would be to send a HTTP request on behalf of the user in

which I have some kind of sub-domain which is tied to the "home network" that should be
able to determine the user's actual IP Address. Is this even possible? If so, how? If not, can
you suggest some ways to work around this problem? A: No, it is not possible to get user's

IP address by checking their URL but only possible by opening communication back to
server from user's network. Q: Invalid argument supplied for foreach() on a custom field i

am trying to get all available custom fields on my custom post type using the following
code: $fields = get_post_meta($post->ID, 'nazwa_wpcfp-field-icon', false); if($fields){

foreach
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